
OBJECTIVES OF AIRLINE RESERVATION SYSTEM

Objectives. 1. Develop a Computerized Airline Reservation and Ticketing System that will be able to solve the issues in
the existing system regarding to the.

A friendly user interface is provided so that various combinations of search criteria can be fetched from user
and generates corresponding database search statements. Accuracy: The Online Airlines Management System
provides the uses a quick response with very accurate information regarding the users etc. In a very short time,
the collection will be obvious, simple and sensible. Make the present manual system more interactive, speedy
and user friendly. If time permits, the reservation system will support frequent user registration and personal
information management. The reservation clerk records the amount of fare paid for the ticket in Cash
Collection Register. When it reaches the bank, it is encoded with special magnetic ink character recognition so
that a reader that is part of the information system of the bank can process it. Thus the response time of the
system is very less and it works very fast. The input design also determines whether the user can interact
efficiently with the system. Let us elaborate on each step. Mainly, following five parts have been included in
the system design process Output Design The starting point of the design process is the proper knowledge of
system requirements which will normally be converted in terms of output. Input Data The goal of designing
input data is to make data entry as easy, logical and error free from errors as possible. It treats a change of this
kind as a cancellation, and reissues tickets. Statutory outputs: All organization is required to produce a certain
amount of reports and forms as required by law. It assists the user with respective messages to overcome the
errors at runtime. As we know that data collected during feasibility study wills we utilized systematically
during the system design. The transactions are executed in off-line mode, hence on-line data capture and
modification is not possible. Design Process The computer system design process is an exercise of specifying
how, the system will work. In the new system customers could reserve and cancel tickets from anywhere
which have an internet access. Name ID. It is an iterative process, which is based on what the system will be
do as shown in the feasibility report. Very often, they cannot put up the reservation list on time. These types of
output are not concerned for the users. Acceptance testing is technically similar to system testing but
politically it is different. Off-line reports cannot be generated due to batch mode execution.


